Mastering the Air:
Kelly Johnson and the Skunk Works Story

Jacob Anderson

Clarence Leonard Johnson, an aviation pioneer and legend. Credited with the design of over
40 aircraft, Johnson designed some of history’s most important and revolutionary aircraft.
Leonard’s work undoubtedly has helped the United States gain control of the skies for decades
due to his straight forward thinking and demanding work ethic.
Clarence Leonard Johnson, born on February 27, 1910 in the remote mining town of
Ishpeming in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula. The Johnson family were poor immigrants from
Sweden and struggled to make a comfortable living. Clarence’s Mother washed laundry for
neighbors and would have Clarence deliver the
washed clothes on his sled or wagon. Clarence
preferred to hang around the back alleys of
Ishpeming’s downtown area, as he was ashamed
of his family’s poverty-stricken lifestyle. “I
vowed that one day I’d return to Ishpeming, not
on the back streets, but the best streets.”1

Above: 1905 postcard of Main Street Ishpeming, MI

Clarence received the nickname “Kelly” in grammar school and stuck with him for the
rest of his life. Kelly attended the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor on a scholarship and
studied aeronautical engineering. “I knew I wanted to design airplanes when I was 12 years
old.”4 Kelly made money on the side by designing streamlined bodies for clients, including
Studebaker, in the University’s wind tunnel. After graduating with his master’s degree, Kelly
started a job at Lockheed Martin in Burbank, California as a tool designer. In Kelly’s spare time,
he would take classes at the California Institute of Technology and solved math problems he
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found in engineering and calculus textbooks.1 After being promoted from tool designer, Kelly
became a flight test engineer collecting data on test flights.1 Kelly “needed one good scare a
year to keep him in touch with the concern of the pilot.” Kelly was promoted again, and began
working with clients on specific technical needs. One of the many clients was Amelia Earnhardt.
Kelly and Earnhardt discussed and worked on weight balance and power settings on her Model
10 Electra, the plane she was flying when she disappeared flying over the Pacific Ocean on July
2, 1937.1
The year 1937 was a significant year for Kelly. He married Althea Young who was the
assistant treasurer in the accounting department at Lockheed. Together they built a house in
Encino, California about 10 miles from the Lockheed facilities. Later they acquired a ranch
named “Star Lane” north of Santa Barbara. At the ranch, Kelly maintained his own farm
equipment and horses.1 That same year, the Army Air Corps, the predecessor of the US Air
Force, published specifications to the aircraft industry for a high altitude interceptor aircraft. The
new aircraft needed to reach a top speed of at least 360 mph and had to climb from the ground to
20,000 feet in six minutes. Lockheed began
work on the plane and placed Kelly in
charge as the chief design engineer. Kelly
designed numerous sketches for the aircraft
before settling on the final plan. The new
plane had the unique feature of twin
engines. This was revolutionary in the
aviation industry and ultimately won
Lockheed the contract. The unique design

Above: Kelly Johnson's original design sketches for the P-38.
P-38 Association and Museum
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of the plane made room for the turbochargers, which is considered the unique feature on the
aircraft. The turbochargers supplied pressurized air to the two Allison V-1710-11/15 engines.2
Another unique feature on the P-38 was the new “tricycle” landing gear, which enabled pilots to
make an easier landing. Initial testing on the P-38 proved there were many flaws and trouble
with the design such as brake failure and flap linkage breaking. Kelly’s team adjusted and fixed
these flaws and the P-38 made its maiden flight on January 27, 1939.2

Above: Johnson's original patent drawings for the P-38.
P-38 National Association and Museum

The incredible design of the P-38 exceeded expectations as the aircraft flew at over 413
mph, over 100 mph over any aircraft in existence at the time.
Designers fitted the aircraft with one 20mm cannon and four
.50 caliber machine guns all aligned in the nose of the aircraft
which gave the pilot precise and concentrated fire power when
attacking enemy aircraft.2 Along with intercepting and aerial
combat capabilities, the P-38 also served as a reconnaissance
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aircraft and a bomber. The P-38 was capable of carrying a 4,000-pound bomb payload. The
aircraft saw service in all theaters during World War II and earned the nickname “Der
Gabelschwanz Teufel” by German Luftwaffe pilots
which in English reads “The Fork Tailed Devil.”2 The
aircraft proved to be a magnificent fighter plane when
dog fighting with Japanese A6M “Zero” in the Pacific
and battling the Luftwaffe’s BF-109s over Europe. The
Right: Early-war
A-8 flying helmet.
P-38 pilots would
have typically used
this helmet in the
Pacific theater.
From collection of
Price of Freedom
Military Antiques.

P-38 was eventually given the name “Lightning”
because of its incredible speed. John Ross, a P-38 pilot
during the war recalled, “The P-38 was the most
streamlined. It could outrun anything.”2

The P-38 Lightning performed one of the most significant events of the Second World War
when on April 18, 1943 American codebreakers discovered Japanese Admiral Isoroku
Yamamoto was on a plane bound for Bougainville. Yamamoto was the commander of the
Imperial Japanese Navy and the architect of the attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941. After receiving
the news, 16 P-38’s took off from the island of Guadalcanal and sent to intercept Yamamoto.
The P-38’s flew over the ocean and eventually
intercepted Yamamoto’s two Mitsubishi G4M
“Bettys” and an escort consisting of six “zero”
fighter planes. The American pilots shot both
“Bettys” down and took two zeroes down.
Yamamoto’s body was found the following day

An original P-38 Lightning pictured at the
Smithsonian Air and Space Museum. Smithsonian
Air and Space Museum photo
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by a Japanese search party. The loss of Yamamoto was a huge loss for the Japanese and a
significant victory for the Americans.
Many models of the P-38 Lightning were designed and produced by Lockheed and each
new model had Kelly’s improvements added. Lockheed even proposed a carrier based P-38 for
use by the US Navy. This version of the P-38 would have folding wings for easier storage on
aircraft carriers. The US Navy declined the idea, as the Navy believed the P-38 was too big for
carrier operations.
Later in 1943, the Army Air Force was concerned about Germany’s development of jet
fighters. The Germans had been working on a jet fighter during the war and eventually designed
the Messerschmitt Me 262. Kelly wanted to take up the
challenge even though Lockheed had stated there was no
room for a new project. However, the president of
Lockheed, Robert Gross, green lighted the project and placed
Kelly in charge. Kelly proceeded to recruit workers around

Left:
Johnson
examining
a model of
the P-80.
Lockheed
Martin
Corp.
photo

the factory. “I simply stole them.”3 Kelly and his
handpicked team set up a makeshift shop near the wind tunnel in a room practically made of
used engine crates. The deadline for the new jet
fighter project had been 150 days. Kelly’s team
accomplished the project in only 143 days and
completed the project under budget. The new
fighter was called the P-80 Shooting Star. The PAbove: P-80 Shooting Star on display.
Carolina Aviation Museum photo
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80 went into service in 1945 and was originally going to be produced on a large scale. However,
only two made it to Italy before World War II ended. Production on the P-80 continued but in
small quantities. The jet fighter project was officially the first project of Skunk Works. Skunk
Works was the name given to Lockheed’s advanced development program responsible for topsecret projects and is still operational as of this writing.
Kelly Johnson set in place 14 rules and practices Skunk Works employees must follow.
Listed below are the rules in order from Lockheed Martin.
1. The Skunk Works® manager must be delegated practically complete control of his program in
all aspects. He should report to a division president or higher.
2. Strong but small project offices must be provided both by the military and industry.
3. The number of people having any connection with the project must be restricted in an almost
vicious manner. Use a small number of good people (10% to 25% compared to the so-called
normal systems).
4. A very simple drawing and drawing release system with great flexibility for making changes
must be provided.
5. There must be a minimum number of reports required, but important work must be recorded
thoroughly.
6. There must be a monthly cost review covering not only what has been spent and committed
but also projected costs to the conclusion of the program.
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7. The contractor must be delegated and must assume more than normal responsibility to get
good vendor bids for subcontract on the project. Commercial bid procedures are very often better
than military ones.
8. The inspection system as currently used by the Skunk Works, which has been approved by
both the Air Force and Navy, meets the intent of existing military requirements and should be
used on new projects. Push more basic inspection responsibility back to subcontractors and
vendors. Don't duplicate so much inspection.
9. The contractor must be delegated the authority to test his final product in flight. He can and
must test it in the initial stages. If he doesn't, he rapidly loses his competency to design other
vehicles.
10. The specifications applying to the hardware must be agreed to well in advance of contracting.
The Skunk Works practice of having a specification section stating clearly which important
military specification items will not knowingly be complied with and reasons therefore is highly
recommended.
11. Funding a program must be timely so that the contractor doesn't have to keep running to the
bank to support government projects.
12. There must be mutual trust between the military project organization and the contractor, the
very close cooperation and liaison on a day-to-day basis. This cuts down misunderstanding and
correspondence to an absolute minimum.
13. Access by outsiders to the project and its personnel must be strictly controlled by appropriate
security measures.
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14. Because only a few people will be used in engineering and most other areas, ways must be
provided to reward good performance by pay not based on the number of personnel supervised.

These 14 rules were the core foundation of Skunk Works. Johnson was proud of his
work and always pushed his team to keep inventing and innovate. Johnson preferred
development of a new aircraft kept to a small group of workers and believed in the free inventive
genius of individuals. Kelly believed “engineering shall always be within a stone’s throw of the
airplane” as Johnson favored hands on development.
Ben Rich, the second director of Skunk Works after Johnson wrote in his memoir,
“Kelly’s ghostly voice nagged at me during the fifteen years I occupied his big corner office.”
Rich continued to write, “I always thought of the place as his because his personality and
character were branded on everything we did.” Some workers found Johnson good to work with
while others found him tyrannical and overpowering. Kelly reportedly had instances of bad
temper. A former employee who served as
an engineer under Johnson recalls being

Right:
Johnson
working
in his
office.
Lockheed
Martin
Corp.
photo

fired several times in one day. Johnson was
accepting and tolerant of mistakes, but Kelly
really cared about what was done to fix
whatever mistake had been made. John
Benson, the head of propulsion at Lockheed
during the Cold War remembers, “He was a demanding person. I knew Ben Rich from way back
and saw him as a friend, but not Kelly.” However, many co-workers enjoyed working for
Johnson and liked him as a boss.
8

The 1950s brought forth amazing technology as the two super powers, the United States
and the Soviet Union fought a war of technology, science, politics, and propaganda. The CIA
needed a stealthy spy plane to perform reconnaissance over enemy territory to gather
intelligence. Lockheed had heard of the request giv en to smaller aircraft companies and decided
to produce an aircraft unsolicited. Lockheed eventually was given the contract to begin testing a
new stealth plane. The new project was top secret and a new facility was to be constructed to
house the project. In 1955, Lockheed sent an inspection team out to Groom Lake. Kelly
Johnson remembers, "We flew over it and within
Right: An
early photo of
the trailer
park at Area
51 before main
facilities were
built. Official
CIA photo

thirty seconds, you knew that was the place ... it was
right by a dry lake. Man alive, we looked at that lake,
and we all looked at each other. It was another
Edwards, so we wheeled around, landed on that lake,
taxied up to one end of it. It was a perfect natural

landing field ... as smooth as a billiard table without anything being done to it". The CIA
requested that the AEC (Atomi c Energy Commission) acquire the land and name it Area 51.
Johnson nicknamed the area “Paradise Ranch” and encouraged Lockheed workers to move to the
base. Area 51 started out as a single 5,000-foot runway, a few shelters, three hangars, and trailer
homes for personnel. By July of 1955, the US Air
Force, CIA, and
Lockheed moved onto
the site.

Above left: A patch issued to U-2 test pilots. Courtesy of E. B. Baldwin.
Above right: U-2 after testing at Area 51. Official CIA photo
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The U-2 spy plane was tested and developed
Right:
Johnson
and Gary
Powers in
front of a
U-2. Cold
War
Museum
photo

at Area 51 and was used for several years by
the US Air Force and CIA. The U-2 was
unarmed and the main purpose of the aircraft
was aerial reconnaissance. The U-2 flew over
the Soviet Union, China, Vietnam, and Cuba

collecting intelligence. The plane became known when in 1960, US pilot Gary Powers was shot
down by a Soviet SAM (Surface to Air Missile) while flying over Russia.1 Gary Powers was
able to eject and parachute to the ground and then captured by Soviet forces. Powers was kept in
captivity and eventually released to US officials in Germany. By 1958, the CIA had been flying
the U-2 for two years. Soviet technology became better developed and was easily able to detect
the U-2.1 The CIA needed a faster stealth plane as
the U-2 had no weapons and the only protection
provided was the altitude the U-2 was able to fly.
The CIA requested a new plane that could
reach Mach 3 and cruise for over 4,000 miles at an
U-2 spy plane mid-flight. Official USAF photo

extremely high altitude. Skunk Works started on the
new project and brainstormed many ideas but nothing met the CIA requirements. “Project
Archangel” was the name of the project to develop a revolutionary stealth recon plane that would
outperform any technology the Soviets deployed. The project started in 1958 and was led by
Kelly Johnson and his team at Skunk Works. Initial testing of designs started at Area 51 and
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many variations of aircraft were
tested before the final design was
chosen. The new stealth plane was
the SR-71. The most revolutionary
aircraft ever developed in history.
Kelly wanted nothing less than
perfect, he told his team, “I want us

Left:
Kelly’s first
design for a
new stealth
plane.
Official
CIA photo

to come up with an airplane that can
rule the skies for a decade or more.”4 The SR-71 flew over Mach-3 and was manned by two
crewmembers separate into two cockpits only connected by a microphone. The official data and
statistics of the SR-71 are still classified as of 2018, which is a testament to the revolutionary
technology the plane has equipped. Not a single SR-71 has ever been shot down and an SR-71
set a speed record by flying from Los Angeles to Washington D.C. in 1 hour, 4 minutes, and 20
seconds averaging 2,124 mph. In order to build the SR-71s, Skunk Works needed a large
amount of titanium. During the Cold War, titanium was a scarce resource in the United States, to
combat this problem, the CIA and Lockheed came up with a plan. Colonel Richard Graham, a
former SR-71 pilot recalls, “The plane is 92% titanium. Back when they were building the
airplane, the United States didn’t have the ore supplies-an ore called rutile ore. It’s a very sandy
soil and it’s only found in very few points of the world. The major supplier of the ore was the
USSR. Working through third world countries and bogus ops, they were able to get the rutile ore
shipped to the US to build the SR-71.”6 Every SR-71 was built with Soviet titanium, which was
a humorous achievement of the CIA during the Cold War. Kelly Johnson remembered the
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difficult task of designing the SR-71, “It was no easy task. Everything about the SR-71 had to be
invented from scratch, the design, the technology, even the materials. I offered a $50 reward to
anyone who could come up with an easy answer. I still have the $50.”4 The SR-71 earned the
nickname “Blackbird” because the aircraft were painted dark blue, almost black. This special
paint increased the emission of internal heat on the plane and acted as a camouflage against the
night sky. The fuel used by the SR-71 was even specially modified by Kelly for several reasons.
Colonel Graham explains, "When they were
building the airplane, Kelly realized the external
temperatures would get over 300C (600F), all the
leading edges 300C and the rest of the aircraft around
200C (400F). Consequently, the fuel, the 80,000 lbs.
of gas it carries in six main fuel tanks, would heat up
to 190C (375F), just from the skin temperature, and
SR-71 Blackbird in flight. Official NASA photo

so the chances of an explosion or a fire would be very
high. Kelly had to develop a special fuel with a very high flashpoint, and this is where he came
up with JP-7. It has very high flashpoint. I've seen a crew chief throw a match, a cigarette butt
into this JP-7 and it just extinguishes."6 Lockheed built 32 Blackbirds and were not equipped
with any weapons just like the U-2. The Blackbirds greatest protection was the extreme speed
and altitude achieved by the plane, which made it impossible for any enemy weapon to destroy.
A Soviet Mig pilot later recalled his encounter with an SR-71, “Chasing the SR-71 along the
Siberian Coast in a Mig-25. I could not match it’s speed. One flight in the Mig-25 and we had
to change our engines. I could not believe that such technologies existed.”4 Colonel Richard
Graham describes the Blackbird’s speed, "The speed limit for the airplane ironically is nothing to
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do with the airplane, it's to do with the engines. Right in front of the engines was a temperature
probe. When that temperature was around 427C (800F) that's as fast as we were allowed to go.
The makers of the engine - Pratt & Whitney - would not warranty or guarantee anything beyond
427. After that all bets were off, the engine could come unglued or you could shed turbine
blades."6
The cameras equipped on the SR-71 were so advanced; that the camera could take a
photo clear enough to read the license plate on a car on the ground while flying at 80,000 feet
and over 2,000 mph.5 Pilots described the SR-71 having an extremely quiet cockpit. Pilot
Richard Graham describes the experience, “You could hear a pin drop. The view is spectacular,
being able to see the curvature of the Earth and the black space above filled with stars.”6

Above: Photos taken from the cockpit of an SR-71
Blackbird. Brian Shul, The Untouchables. Mach One

In 1975, Johnson formally retired from Lockheed Martin. Johnson continued to be a
consultant for Skunk Works. Lockheed Corporate President Carl Kotchian summarized
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Mr. Johnson's career in a 1974 memo: Carl described Kelly's early accomplishments; the P-38
Lightening; the Hudson Bomber and the XP-80 Shooting Star. He went on to say:
"But these are only crumbs from the cake of Kelly's genius. He has performed Herculean
tasks many, many times since...always living up to his motto: "Be quick, be quiet, and be on
time". It is Kelly as a person I think we will miss most...His absolute honesty, his dedicated
patriotism( he may be the most honored engineer in history, but many of the things he has done
for his country will never be told), and his unswerving support for people who worked for him."
"It is not probable that we will see Kelly's like again. We can all be grateful that he picked
Lockheed as the place to do his work and make his contribution to aviation."4 Johnson was
awarded numerous awards, trophies, and honors throughout his lengthy career. Kelly was
awarded the Collier Trophy twice. One for the F-104 and the other for the A-11 aircraft. The
Collier Trophy is administered by the National Aeronautic Association of the U.S.A. and is
awarded annually for "the greatest achievement in aeronautics or astronautics in America, with
respect to improving the performance, efficiency, and safety of air or space vehicles, the value of
which has been thoroughly demonstrated by actual use during the preceding year.”4
In 1964, President Lyndon B. Johnson awarded Kelly the Medal of Freedom, the highest
civilian honor awarded by the President. "Kelly Johnson and the products of his famous Skunk
Works epitomize the highest and finest goal of our society, the goal of excellence. His record of
design achievement in aviation is both incomparable and virtually incredible. Any one of his
many airplane designs would have honored any individual's career." -President Lyndon B.
Johnson.4 The citation for the Medal of Freedom reads, "Aeronautical engineer, his genius for
conceiving unique airframes and his technical management skills contribute mightily to the
Nation's security by creating aircraft of daring design with unmatched rapidity and
14

effectiveness."4 Kelly was also awarded the National Medal of Science in 1966 by President
Johnson. In 1974, Johnson was inducted into the Aviation Hall of Fame in Dayton, Ohio.
President Reagan awarded Johnson the National Security Medal in 1983, the first time an
aeronautical engineer had been awarded the medal.4 Johnson was awarded over 40 more awards
and medals throughout his career.4
Kelly would write his autobiography Kelly: More Than My Share of it All in 1985.
Johnson died at the age of 80 at St. Joseph Medical Center in Burbank, California due to physical
deterioration and the advancement of senility, caused by the hardening of his arteries connecting
to his brain.7
Kelly Johnson’s contributions to aviation and engineering will not be forgotten as his
work has paved the way for future projects and technology. Skunk Works is still operating
today, and continue to innovate revolutionize aviation. The Ishpeming native followed his
dream of designing planes and made his town proud.
Johnson is remembered in many museums across the
country including a very small exhibit at KI Sawyer airport
in Gwinn, Michigan, not far from his hometown. Johnson
once said, “We are not defined by the technologies we
create, but the process in which we create them.”

Clarence Leonard "Kelly" Johnson
1910 - 1990
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